


Fix The System, Not Us 
/ 

I’m Different, Not Less



Listen to us, really listen to us 

Treat us as equals

Educate yourself,
and don’t expect us to do all the explaining

Never assume, but ask us for clarifications 

Encourage our independence

Never deny needed assistance and accommodation 

We are not your ‘inspiration’ materials 

Don’t compare us to you, or anyone else 

Advocate with us, but not for us

We are part of you

Disabled people are different, and not inferior, or a tool 
to make able-bodied people who have saviour complex feel 
good, or innocent angels to be babied.

How many disabled people wish that they were not 
disabled? Do their able-bodied families and friends wish 
for their disability to be cured, to vanish, to not exist 
in the first place? How much work, money, time, and 
resources have been put into assisting disabled people?

But just how many people would think about the voices 
of disabled people? How much frustration do they 
experience, about their conditions, the help they are 
receiving, the help that they are not getting, the identity 
crises, the loneliness and isolation, and the stigma?

In this chaotic society, able-bodied people are busy 
vocalising about activism, disabled rights, and dignity, 
as well as medicalised technologies, medical model of 
disability, person-first-language, and trying to find 
a cure for everything. But the utterance of ‘FIX THE 
SYSTEM, NOT ME’ from the disabled community is too 
often muffled.

Disabled people are people, like you, like me. But you 
would only see their disability, and not their frustration, 
sadness, anguish, and embarrassment, and just how the 
status quo of the system is doing them a bigger disservice 
than you can imagine, unless you actually step into their 
shoes, or sit in their seats.
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Inspirations



Ideation, Exploration, 
and Prototyping Australian Fashion Week 2022 - The Adaptive 

Clothing Collective
Outfit: JAM the label
Model: Chloé Hayden

The Accessible Icon Project by Sara Hendren





Initial exploration of mechanism for wheels -- 
Teeth and grooves -- Bigger wheel and smaller 
wheel turning in opposite directions

Testing of seat placement and weight support

Initial installation of wheels



Initial installation and testing of placement for 
bike wheels

Testing with actual bike seat, with new system of 
attaching the bike wheels and seat



Temperary fixtures with zip-ties -- allows for 
easy assembly and disassembly for testing and 
improvement -- flexibility for more iterations

Testing with the orientation of the bike seat: 
Facing forward encourages interaction
Facing backward enforces frustration 



The ‘new bike seat‘ or ‘old bike seat‘ debate -- 
different meanings implied -- Eventually chose the 
new seat for aesthetic and practicality reasons

Final design



Designing and engineering a new system for 
securing the seat, the axle, and the bike wheels

Bolts holding the bike seat (with pole) in place 
within the box section that sits on the bars of the 
baby buggy



The threaded steel rod that goes through the box 
section is secured with 2 rubber lined clamps, 
with one bike wheel attached on each end

The bike wheel is secured with a nut to prevent 
shifting around



Rubber lined clamps are added to prevent the box 
section from shifting or lifting

Final design with an opened bag, showcasing the 
manifesto





The frame of a baby buggy was used as the main structure, 
symbolising how the disabled people tend to be ‘babied’ by 
their well-intentioned friends and families. That is juxtaposed 
with the bike wheels that are attached on either side of 
the frame and the bike seat that is positioned in the middle. 
Although bikes often evoke the feeling of activity, vitality, 
and independence, the placement of the wheels makes the piece 
formally resemble a wheelchair. Both the baby who sits in the 
pushchair and the person being pushed in a wheelchair are 
passive, lacking autonomy and agency. But a lot of disabled 
people are striving for more independence, wanting their 
voices to be heard, and actions be seen. The accessories used in 
the piece, including the pouch, the straps, and the fabric, are 
either from baby buggy attachments, or a bike bag. 

The embroidered texts underneath the seat are for the 
participant to read before getting on the vehicle, while the 
texts on the front of the pouch are for the viewers, or the 
people, to see. When the pouch is unfolded, a manifesto is 
revealed.

Although physically resembling a wheelchair, this interactive 
piece is in fact designed for able-bodied people. It is easy to 
take a healthy and ‘normal’ body and mind for granted; very 
few people actually contemplate how difficult it would be for 
disabled people to navigate in this society, and how much work 
and effort they have to put in for many seemingly trivial and 
mundane tasks. 

As designers, we tend to base a lot of our research on 
interviews, observation, and literary reviews. But even the 
most empathic and well-meaning ones who are able-bodied 
cannot possibly know what being disabled fully entails. We can 
see the accommodations or lack thereof, the alternative ways 
of doing things, and perhaps the assistance that they receive, 
but what about the invisible things? The frustration, 

embarrassment, awkwardness, and the overwhelming feeling 
of being infantilised and restricted? 

This piece is designed to ‘disable’ the person interacting with 
it: 

The interaction is designed as a game-like activity with 
instructions and a goal, making the experience fun but 
challenging. The participant would be asked to interact with 
the piece in different ways, embodying a metaphoric experience 
of being disabled versus able-bodied. At the end, the 
participant would be prompted to reflect on the experience, 
as well as the design field and practice in general, through 
the newly gained lens of what the internal experience of being 
disabled is like. 



How a person would sit in the vehicle

Interaction Instructions

1

Imagine this scenario: 

You wish to go and get the snack and bottle of water from 
the table. But you are disabled, and cannot travel anywhere 

without this vehicle. And you can only move it by turning the 2 
big wheels. 

Now please try carrying out the scenario. 

Further instruction is written on the paper next to the snack 
and bottle. 

2

Imagine this alternative scenario: 

You are now an able-bodied, neurotypical person. Although 
you still have to travel with this vehicle, you should now only 

move it by pushing the handles from behind. 

Now please try carrying out the scenario, and return to the 
starting spot. 

The last bit of instruction is written on the paper next to the 
first instruction. 



3

Now you have experienced 2 ways of navigating the space/
world with the vehicle. From the perspective of a designer, 

please reflect: 

What are some of the emotions you felt?

What are your interpretations of the design choices and 
materials used in this project? 

 
What does the appearance of the vehicle remind you of, and 

what do the movement and mechanism make you think? 

——

Please read the embroidered texts on the vehicle. Please 
unsnap the 2 buttons on the outside of the red bag, and read 

the texts. Please also read the brief. 

Please reflect: 

What are some of your thoughts on this project? 

What are some of your thoughts on accessibility and disability 
rights? 

Being in the 
disabled scenario:

awkward, 
frustrating, 
difficult, counter-
intuitive, slow, 
struggling, 
puzzling, 
unnatural, 
passive, 
restricted, 
infantilised

Being in the able-
bodied scenario:

Easy, second-
nature, faster, 
smoother, 
effortless, 
natural



Interactions and Feedback

(Designer with product design background)

Reflection on the accessibility elements within infrastructure 
and transportation design in western countries versus China:

Relative ease for navigation and independence in western 
countries 
vs 
Disability unfriendliness in Beijing 

The redesign and transition of the disability/accessibility 
icon: 
passive vs active
Lack of autonomy vs more independence 

Issues around autonomy and agency 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(Designer with engineering background)

Elements from the pushchair vs bike parts

Questioning their view on ‘disability rights’: did not 
previously think much about what the disabled community 
actually wants, but that it is right for the community to ‘want 
things’, as it is ‘politically correct’

The interaction overall was fun, even though the mechanism 
was puzzling and required some thinking and effort to make it 
‘work’. 

Trying to make a turn with the vehicle was counter-intuitive. 
The pushing from behind the handles was particularly 
satisfying when juxtaposed with the earlier struggles. 

(Designer with service design background)

Body distorted/contorted during interaction

New and awkward experience with the reverse mechanism, 
juxtaposed with the seemingly second-nature of pushing the 
vehicle. 

Did not like how the wheels that they were turning were not 
touching the floor, as it was unexpected and weird.

Feeling infantilised when asked to imagine sitting in the 
vehicle. Not only a sense of confinement and passiveness, but 
also a constant reminder of their lack of agency and autonomy 
due to the fact that the ‘sitter’ would be facing the ‘pusher’ 

In the disabled scenario, they felt restricted, unnatural, and 
frustrated, as if they were disabled by the object

A kind of enforced empathy exercise



What to do next / 
What to improve on

Gamify the interaction even further: 
- Marking the starting point and ending point
- Create ‘track‘ lines 
- Create obstacles e.g. maze-like chair arrangement as 
obstacles, to further frustrate the person interacting with 
the object

How to make the snap-on buttons more obvious? 
So far people have mentioned that they couldn’t really find 
the buttons, therefore preventing them from accessing the 
manifesto. 

Invite more people from different backgrounds who are 
external to the RCA to participate in the workshop. 

Talk to the disabled communities about the project, and ask 
for their insight and opinions. Show them the videos as well 
as the feedback from the workshops. 


